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The development and evolution of turbulence in the heliospheric medium are driven by both Alfvénic fluctuations
and by gradients in the solar wind flow on scales from minutes to many hours in the frame of an interplanetary
observer. Many aspects of heliospheric turbulence are well documented; however, the variability of many basic
parameters that describe the fluctuations is less well understood. The balance between fluctuations that arise from
structures convected by the solar wind and those associated to Alvénic turbulence has been measured by the related
parameters: residual energy and normalised cross-helicity. While the measured normalised cross-helicity generally
corresponds to the observed Alfvénicity of the fluctuations, the residual energy appears to be less sensitive, in
general, to the different types of solar wind regimes. In this work, we present observations from a range of solar
wind regimes observed by the Ulysses solar polar probe to study the behaviour of the residual energy parameter
timescales from ∼ 1 hour to ∼ 1 day. We relate these observations to different types of solar wind flows: high
heliolatitude uniform high speed wind, mixed wind speed regimes with interaction regions, flows associated with
Coronal Mass Ejections. We find that variations in the residual energy parameter can be correlated to some of the
flows with strong gradients in the flow but that in the more uniform flows from polar coronal holes the parameter
remains negative and indicates a significant and relatively constant contribution of convected structures to the
observed fluctuations.

